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SOLUTIONS BRIEF: 
KEYWORDS STUDIOS IN TOKYO
QUALITY LOCALIZATION SERVICES FOR IMMERSIVE PLAYER EXPERIENCES

According to Newzoo*, 55% of the world’s gamers are located in Asia-Pacific, the fasted-growing region of the 
world, with expected player growth of +7.7% YoY in 2020. 

This thriving market represents a substantial opportunity for Western publishers and developers to increase 
revenues by shipping their content simultaneously in multiple Asian languages, fully leveraging the investments 
made throughout development. 

At Keywords Studios, we are trusted partners to leading publishers and developers including EA, Ubisoft, Tencent 
and THQ to helping them to bring truly native, immersive experiences to their players.

Established in 2009, our studio in Tokyo delivers support for our clients around the full game development cycle. 
With a team of 300+ passionate and highly skilled specialists from 20 nationalities working in various disciplines 
across all major gaming platforms, with dedicated onsite client teams for seamless integration and continuity. 

Solutions and benefits are delivered from seven service lines, including Art Services, Game Development, 
Audio Services, Functionality QA, Localization, Localization QA (LQA) and Player Support. We have supported 
dozens of AAA franchise and titles launch in Japan and throughout Asia, including Star Wars: Jedi Fallen Order, 
Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Endpoint, Code: D-blood and SpongeBob SquarePants: Battle for Bikini Bottom 
Rehydrated.

We care about your games and players:
At Keywords, we understand the challenges presented 
by localizing your game for players in each country in 
Asia.

Issues such as technical defects, poor casting, inferior 
sound and below-par testing can be the difference 
between your game being a commercial success or not.

We can provide you with text, audio and LQA services, 
all from our Tokyo studio. We focus on delivering you 
quality and value through our proven expertise, talent 
and reach.

Proven experience and client success

* Newzoo Global Games Market Report
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ABOUT KEYWORDS STUDIOS
Keywords Studios is a leading echnical and creative services provider for global video games and beyond. With locations 
in Asia, the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios has a breadth and depth in multiple industry-leading service lines 
including Art, Game Development, Audio, Functionality QA, Localization, Localization QA and Player Support. 
Working across all major platforms, in more than 50 different languages, Keywords Studios delivers support for 
its clients across the globe.

Quality audio localization offerings:
From our Tokyo studio we can handle your entire audio localization process, from voice actor casting and 
recording to post-recording quality checks, allowing you to focus on the creativity that makes your games great.

Our dedicated recording studio allows us to seamlessly collaborate with our translation and LQA teams. The 
studio is conveniently located in the heart of Tokyo, making it easy to access for client partners and voice actors 
alike.

Are you ready to reach new audiences in Asia with quality culturally adapted content? 
Enter your details on our website now to get a proposal.

Localization QA in more than 15 Asian languages:
Our linguists are passionate gamers and subject-matter specialists, proud to contribute quality localization work 
to your titles. We offer translations in: 

Asia: Japanese, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Korean, Thai 
Others: English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Russian, Polish, Arabic.

SERVICE WE PROVIDE WHAT IT OFFERS HOW YOU BENEFIT

Coordinated LQA testing A single point of contact for LQA 
debugging across multiple languages

Increased accuracy and 
efficiency of your LQA  

Bilingual client liaison and project 
management staff

Accurate communication for clear 
instruction and reporting

Avoid unnecessary costs associat-
ed with translating reports

Integrated translation and 
LQA teams

Translators and language debuggers 
located in the same studio for

seamless communication is possible

Improved efficiencies and reduced lead 
times; Release your game in multiple 

languages simultaneously

SERVICE WE PROVIDE WHAT IT OFFERS HOW YOU BENEFIT

Casting for the Japanese market
Veteran and up-and-coming voice 

actors sourced through our extensive 
network of talent

Quality authentic Japanese 
performances for your games

Script adaptation for time constraints

Thorough reviews and adjust-
ments of translated audio to 

account for differences in grammar, 
syntax etc.

Match the timing of your Japanese 
audio with the original English 

source material timing for authentic 
player experiences

Promotional material for the 
Japanese market

Voice recording for promotional material, 
including trailers, commercials,

fan-facing voice messages and events

Native marketing collateral delivered 
by local talent
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